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What We’ve Heard
• Indigenous People lived sustainably in this region for over 15,000 years. Settlers have 

brought us to the edge of extinction within 500 years - Andrew Moore

• Protect environment; Celebrate community; Build economy - 2016 OCP review

• Unique community; practicality; raise index of happiness; green energy; alternative; net-
zero housing; regional food security; resilient complete community - Committee of the Whole July 28, 2020

• A “climate first” approach in all municipal decision-making and planning processes
- Climate Action Committee Report 2020



• Sooke adopted CRD’s Declaration of a Climate Emergency (2019) and carbon neutrality by 2030 

• CRD will not come even close to meeting 2020 targets

• Climate Change is inevitable and will radically change our community

• “Normal” will mean severe storms; floods; food shortages; wildfires; erosion; drought 

• Vulnerable most affected (as with COVID-19)

• Action needed now for carbon neutrality by 2030 to avert cascading effects

The Situation



• Sooke has no Climate Action Plan to guide its Official Community Plan (OCP)

• The OCP’s Request for Proposals failed to adequately address Climate Change

• The Proposal from Dialog, in turn, is almost silent on the Climate Emergency

• Effectively addressing the Climate Emergency is totally within the scope of an OCP- the 
District’s most important plan

The Situation



• 2017 Local Government Act amendment mandates municipalities to set Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) Targets in their OCPs

• Other municipalities have shown leadership and taken the Climate Emergency as an over-
arching frame for their OCPs (e.g., Courtenay, Campbell River (update 2017), Elkford, City of 
Richmond, Prince George, Kaslo and others)

• A wealth of resources exist to show how to include Climate Action Planning in an OCP 

The Situation



• A 2.3% growth rate (2019 Sooke Housing Needs Study) is not a practical plan to reduce carbon emissions 

• 57% of GHGs in the Capital Region are caused by transportation (Capital Regional District 2018 

Climate Action Annual Report) ; More growth will add more vehicles and more GHGs

• Fossil-fuel space heating is the next largest source. More buildings will add more GHGs

• Tree and vegetation removal in and around Sooke will remove our carbon sink and 
reduce ecological services provided by natural landscapes

• Added roads will increase toxic run-off into streams and reduce the soil’s water retention

Growth



• Developments that destroy the local ecosystems reduce Sooke’s resiliency to Climate Change

• Increasing resiliency is an essential part of any municipal action plan on Climate Emergency. 

• We must increase, not decrease:

Food Security Green Spaces Biodiversity 

Natural Drainage Wildlife Corridors Carbon Sinks

• Other communities in the CRD have limited their growth — Oak Bay, Metchosin, Highlands

Growth



• Make Climate Action the over-arching framework for Sooke’s new OCP and direct the 
community conversation on the OCP to address the Climate Emergency

• Amend Dialog’s terms of reference so whole OCP is seen through a “Climate Emergency” lens

The Ask



• Sooke needs a serious plan to reach carbon neutrality by 2030

• Staff and council recommend a “practical” OCP; there is nothing more practical than 
addressing the certainty of the Climate Emergency

The Ask



• Changing the terms of reference for Dialog’s contract should not alter its scope or value

• What it does change is the framework, which affects the words and “prompts” used to 
engage the community

• Sooke must develop a Climate Action Plan but until then, the OCP is the logical place to 
address the Climate Emergency

The Ask
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